
G1 green - suggested alternative  
(north and south portions go together
as one piece of advice)

G3 yellow (a), suggested alternative, includes - (advice 2.5 nm off Nth KI coast)
(north and south portions go together as one piece of advice)

I3  purple - suggested alternative

I1 pink, suggested alternative

G3 yellow (b) - suggested alternative, 
designed in conjunction with G1 (a)  
(as alternative to I)

G3 yellow (c) suggested addition to G1, include western river estuary

12 blue, suggested alternative

I4 yellow, suggested possible alternative for I

H1 purple, suggested alternative

C1 yellow - suggested alternative A1 blue, suggested alternative to A & C

C1 green, addition to A1 pink 
but remove C

G2 blue - suggested alternative  
(north and south portions go together
as one piece of advice)

This map represents initial zoning advice from MPLAG members.
IMPORTANT: Please note that this initial zoning advice from MPLAG members:
- is not yet complete;
- does not necessarily represent the views of all MPLAG members;
- is subject to change. 
The MPLAGs will meet again in late April/early May to consider any
further information before finalising their advice on preferred zoning 
arrangements.
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Southern Spencer Gulf  & Western Kangaroo Island Marine Parks
Zoning Advice from MPLAG Meeting 4 - 17/2/2011
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Marine Park: Southern Spencer Gulf Marine Park (MP12)     Date of meeting:  17/02/2011 
(including part of Western Kangaroo Island Marine Park, MP16)        

 
Note: these comments should be read in conjunction with the feedback map. 

 

Zone Comment number (or 
colour) Comment 

G G1 (green) Remove section from the middle of the zone 

 G2 (blue) Remove section from the middle of the zone and move the southern section off the Kangaroo Island 
coastline 

 G3 (yellow, a) Remove section from the middle of the zone and only extend 2.5nm from the Kangaroo Island coastline 

 G3 (yellow, b) Extend G3 (a) westwards joining with part of zone A (MP16) (this would replace the existing zone A) and 
is an alternative to zone I 

 G3 (yellow, c) Extend G3 (a) eastwards to include the western river estuary mouth 

H H1 (purple) Extend H south and east to cover the Orcades Bank 

I I1 (pink) Remove I from current position and join it with A (MP16) (this would replace the existing zone A) 

 I2 (blue) Reduce the size of I but maintain the current connection to the coastline 

 I3 (purple) Remove I from current position and join it with G 

 I4 (yellow) Remove I from current position and move it out into Investigator Strait 
A (MP16) A1 (blue) Join zones A and C together but move the southern boundary of C to just below the Ravine des Casoars 

estuary mouth 
C (MP16) C1 (green) Move zone C north and join to the end of I1 (pink) from MP12 comments 

PLAG feedback collated at meeting 4 
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